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Digital Commerce Marketing and 
Advertising: Strategies and Tools

• Features of Internet marketing (vs. traditional)

– More personalized

– More participatory

– More peer-to-peer

– More communal

• The most effective Internet marketing has all 
four features



Multi-Channel Marketing Plan
• Website
• Traditional online marketing

– Search engine, display, e-mail, affiliate

• Social marketing
– Social networks, blogs, video, games

• Mobile marketing
– Mobile/tablet sites, apps

• Offline marketing
– Television, radio, newspapers

(Q) What are the five main elements of a comprehensive marketing 
plan? What are some different platforms used for each?

(Q) How are blogs being used for advertising and marketing?



Multi-Channel Marketing Plan

Main elements of a comprehensive marketing plan and 
their related platforms are:

• Web site (traditional Web site)

• Traditional online marketing (search engine marketing, 
display advertising, e-mail and affiliates)

• Social marketing (social networks, microblogging sites, 
blogs/forums, video marketing, and game marketing)

• Mobile marketing (smartphone and tablet sites and 
apps)

• Offline marketing (television, newspapers and 
magazines)



Multi-Channel Marketing Plan

(Q5) How are blogs being used for advertising 
and marketing?



Multi-Channel Marketing Plan
Blogs 

• over a decade 

• part of the mainstream online culture

• In US, 29/80 million people write/read blogs

• play a vital role in online marketing

• Twitter and Facebook have not replaced blogs 
(often point to blogs for long-form content) 



Multi-Channel Marketing Plan
Blogs 

• Blog readers and creators tend to be more 
educated, have higher incomes, and be 
opinion leaders
– blogs are ideal platforms for ads for many 

products and services that cater to this kind of 
audience 

• Blogs are based on the personal opinions of 
the writers
– they are an ideal platform to start a viral 

marketing campaign 



Multi-Channel Marketing Plan
Blogs 

• Advertising networks that specialize in blogs 
provide some efficiency in placing ads, as do 
blog networks, which are collections of a 
small number of popular blogs, coordinated 
by a central management team, and which 
can deliver a larger audience to advertisers



The Digital Marketing Roadmap



Online Advertising spending Worldwide





Types of Display Ads



Establishing the Customer Relationship

• Website functions to:
– Establish brand identity and customer expectations

• Differentiating product

– Anchor the brand online
• Central point for all marketing messages

– Inform and educate customer

– Shape customer experience

(Q) What are the primary marketing functions of a 
Web site?



Marketing functions of a Web site

• Establishing the brand identity and consumer 
expectations

• Informing and educating the consumer

• Shaping the customer experience

• Anchoring the brand in an ocean of marketing 
messages coming from different sources



Online Marketing and Advertising

• Online advertising
– Display, search, mobile messaging, sponsorships, 

classifieds, lead generation, e-mail

– By 2018, online advertising expenditures will 
exceed TV advertising

– Advantages: 
• 18–34 audience is online

• Ad targeting to individuals

• Price discrimination

• Personalization



Traditional Online Marketing and 
Advertising Tools

• Search engine marketing and advertising

• Display ad marketing

• E-mail marketing

• Affiliate marketing

• Viral marketing

• Lead generation marketing

(Q) What is lead generation marketing?



Lead generation marketing

• uses multiple e-commerce presences to generate 
leads for businesses that later can be contacted 
and converted into customers through sales calls, 
e-mails, or other means

• involves a specialized subset of the Internet 
marketing industry that provides consulting 
services and software tools to collect and manage 
leads for firms, and to convert these leads to 
customers



Search Engine Marketing and 
Advertising

• Search engine marketing (SEM)
– Use of search engines for branding

• Search engine advertising
– Use of search engines to support direct sales

• Types of search engine advertising
– Paid inclusion
– Pay-per-click (PPC) search ads

• Keyword advertising
• Network keyword advertising (context advertising)

(Q) Name and describe three different types of search 
engine advertising.



Search Engine Advertising (Types)

There are at three major types of search engine 
advertising: 

1. keyword paid inclusion (so-called “sponsored 
links”)

2. advertising keywords (such as Google’s 
AdWords)

3. search engine context ads (such as Google’s 
AdSense)



Search Engine Advertising (Types)

Paid inclusion programs (also called sponsored 
link) for a fee guarantee:

• a Web site’s inclusion in its list of search 
results 

• more frequent visits by its Web crawler

• suggestions for improving the results of 
organic searching



Search Engine Advertising (Types)

keyword advertising
• merchants purchase keywords through a bidding 

process at search sites
• whenever a consumer searches for that word, 

their advertisement shows up somewhere on the 
page (usually as a small text-based advertisement 
on the right, but also as a listing on the very top 
of the page)

• The more merchants pay, the higher the rank and 
greater the visibility of their ads on the page



Search Engine Advertising (Types)

Network keyword advertising (context advertising)

introduced by Google as its AdSense product in 
2002, differs from the ordinary keyword advertising 
described previously 

• Publishers (Web sites that want to show ads) join 
these networks and allow the search engine to 
place “relevant” ads on their sites 

• Ads are paid for by advertisers who want their 
messages to appear across the Web



Search Engine Marketing and 
Advertising

• Search engine optimization (SEO)
• Google search engine algorithms
• Social search

– Utilizes social contacts and social graph to provide fewer 
and more relevant results

• Search engine issues
– Paid inclusion and placement practices
– Link farms, content farms
– Click fraud

(Q) What are some issues associated with the use of 
search engine advertising?



Search Engine Advertising (Issues)

• Search engines have the power to crush a 
small business by placing its ads on the back 
pages of search results 

• Merchants are at the mercy of search engines 
for access to the online marketplace (access is 
dominated by a single firm, Google)



Search Engine Advertising (Issues)

Other practices that degrade the results and 
usefulness of search engines include:

• Link farms

• Content farms

• Click Fraud



Search Engine Advertising (Issues)

• Link farms

– groups of Web sites that link to one another, 
thereby boosting their ranking in search engines 
that use a PageRank algorithm to judge the 
“usefulness” of a site



Search Engine Advertising (Issues)

• Content farms

– companies that generate large volumes of textual 
content for multiple Web sites designed to attract 
viewers and search engines 

– profit by attracting large numbers of readers to 
their sites and exposing them to ads 

– content typically is not original but is artfully 
copied or summarized from legitimate content 
sites



Search Engine Advertising (Issues)

• Click fraud 

– occurs when a competitor clicks on search engine 
results and ads, forcing the advertiser to pay for 
the click even though the click is not legitimate 

– Competitors can hire offshore firms to perform 
fraudulent clicks or hire botnets to automate the 
process 

– Click fraud can quickly run up a large bill for 
merchants, and not result in any growth in sales



Display Ad Marketing

• Banner ads
• Rich media ads

– Interstitial ads

• Video ads
– Far more effective than other display formats

• Sponsorships
• Native advertising

(Q) What advantages do rich media ads have over static 
display ads?

(Q) What is native advertising, and why is it controversial?



Rich Media vs. Display Ads

• click through rates are much higher (1.0% to 2.0% 
as opposed to 0.03%–0.3% for banner ads)

• rich media ads can boost advertiser site visits by 
as much as 300% compared with banner ads 

• with video added, consumers are six times more 
likely to visit an advertised Web site 

• with interstitial rich media ads (which appear 
between Web pages as a consumer browses) 
consumers are less able to avoid or tune out the 
advertisement



Native Advertising

• Native ads are far more influential with 
consumers: 

– consumers look at native ads 53% more frequently 
than display ads

– native ads raise purchase intent by 18%

– consumers are twice as likely to share a native ad 
with a family member as a regular ad





Display Ad Marketing

• Content marketing
• Advertising networks
• Ad exchanges, programmatic advertising, and real-time 

bidding (RTB)
• Display advertising issues

– Ad fraud
– Viewability
– Ad blocking

(Q) What does the issue of ad viewability involve, and 
how is the ad industry responding to this problem?



Ad Viewability

• 56% of the impressions served across Google 
display advertising platforms (including 
DoubleClick) are not viewable

• 54% of display ads, and 57% of video ads, are 
not in fact seen by people, even though 
advertisers were charged for generating ad 
impressions and serving ads (ComScore) 



E-mail Marketing

• Direct e-mail marketing 
– Messages sent directly to interested users
– Benefits include

• Inexpensive
• Average around 3% to 4% click-throughs
• Measuring and tracking responses
• Personalization and targeting

• Three main challenges
– Spam
– Anti-spam software
– Poorly targeted purchased e-mail lists



Spam

• Unsolicited commercial e-mail

• Around 53% of all e-mail in 2016

• Most originates from bot networks

• Efforts to control spam have largely failed:

– Government regulation (CAN-SPAM)

– State laws

– Voluntary self-regulation by industries (DMA)

– Canada’s stringent anti-spam laws



Other Types of Traditional Online 
Marketing

• Affiliate marketing
– Commission fee paid to other websites for 

sending customers to their website

• Viral marketing
– Marketing designed to inspire customers to pass 

message to others

• Lead generation marketing
– Services and tools for collecting, managing, and 

converting leads



Social, Mobile, and Local Marketing 
and Advertising

• Social marketing and advertising
– Use of online social networks and communities

• Mobile marketing and advertising
– Use of mobile platform

– Influence of mobile apps

• Local marketing
– Geotargeting

– Display ads in hyperlocal publications

– Coupons



Other Online Marketing Strategies

• Multi-channel marketing: Message integration
• Customer retention strategies

– One-to-one marketing (personalization)
– Behavioral targeting (interest-based advertising)
– Retargeting

• Customization and customer co-production
• Customer service

– FAQs
– Real-time customer service chat systems
– Automated response systems

(Q) What is retargeting, and why has it become a popular marketing 
technique?



Retargeting

• Retargeting involves showing the same or 
similar ads to individuals across multiple 
websites

• Retargeting has become a popular tactic, in 
large part due to its perceived effectiveness 
– For instance, marketers often use retargeting in an 

attempt to reach users who have abandoned a 
shopping cart



Retargeting

• Over 90% of marketers believe retargeting ads 
performs equal or better than search 
advertising or e-mail 

• The ability to retarget ads across devices is 
also becoming a topic of great interest to 
marketers



Average time spent per day UK adults in major media



Marketing Metrics Lexicon



Figure 6.11: An Online Consumer Purchasing 
Model



How Well Does Online Advertising 
Work?

• Use ROI to measure ad campaign

• Difficulty of cross-platform attribution

• Highest click-through rates: Search engine 
ads, permission e-mail campaigns

• Online channels compare favorably with 
traditional

• Most powerful marketing campaigns use 
multiple channels, including online, catalog, 
TV, radio, newspapers, stores





The Costs of Online Advertising

• Pricing models
– Barter, cost per thousand (CPM), cost per click (CPC), 

cost per action (CPA), hybrid, sponsorship 

• Measuring issues
– Correlating online marketing to online or offline sales 

• In general, online marketing is more expensive on 
CPM basis, but more efficient in producing sales

• Effective cost-per-thousand (eCPM)

(Q) Define CTR, CPM, CPC, and CPA. 



The Costs of Online Advertising

• CTR click-through rate or percentage of 
people exposed to an online advertisement 
who actually click it to visit the site

• CPM cost per 1,000 impressions 

– Advertisers originally purchased online ads in lots 
of 1,000 units



The Costs of Online Advertising

• CPC (cost per click) is a later pricing model in 
which the advertiser pays a prenegotiated fee 
for each click an ad receives 

• CPA (cost per action) cost structure where 
advertisers pay a prenegotiated amount only 
when a user performs a specific action such as 
a site registration or purchase







Marketing Analytics
• Software that analyzes data at each stage of the customer 

conversion process
– Awareness
– Engagement
– Interaction
– Purchase activity
– Loyalty and post-purchase

• Helps managers
– Optimize ROI on website and marketing efforts
– Build detailed customer profiles
– Measure impact of marketing campaigns

(Q) What are Web analytics and how do they help e-commerce firms 
better understand consumer behavior at the various stages of the 
online purchasing process?



Figure 6.12: Marketing Analytics and the Online 
Purchasing Process



Introduction to Social, Mobile, and 
Local Marketing

• New marketing concepts

– Conversations

– Engagement

• Impact of smartphones and tablets

• Social-mobile-local nexus

– Strong ties between consumer use of social 
networks, mobile devices, and local shopping



Fig. 7.1. The rapidly changing 
trajectory of Worldwide online Ad 

spending
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Fig. 7.2. U.S. Social, Mobile and Local 
Marketing (2017-2020)
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Figure 7.3 Online Marketing Platforms



Social Marketing

• Traditional online marketing goals

– Deliver business message to the most consumers

• Social marketing goals

– Encourage consumers to become fans and engage
and enter conversations

– Strengthen brand by increasing share of online 
conversation



Social Marketing Players

• The most popular sites account for over 90% 
of all social network visits
– Facebook, Google+, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, 

Instagram, Tumblr

– Unique visitors vs. engagement
• Engagement measures the amount and intensity of 

user involvement

• Facebook dominates in both measures

– Dark social – sharing outside of major social 
networks (e-mail, IM, texts, etc.)



Figure 7.4: Engagement at Top Social Networks



Figure 7.5: The Social Marketing Process



Facebook Marketing

• Basic Facebook features
– News Feed

– Timeline (Profile)

– Search

• Social density of audience is magnified
– Facebook is largest repository of deeply personal 

information

– Facebook geared to maximizing connections 
between users
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Profile

Friends Search

Timeline
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Tagging

News Feed

Groups
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Status Update

Reaction Buttons

Messenger
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3b94kFBah8

Third Party Apps

Open Graph

Search

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3b94kFBah8


Facebook Marketing Tools

• Reactions Buttons

• Brand Pages

• News Feed Page Post Ads

• Right-Hand Column Sidebar Ads

• Facebook Life

• Video Ads/Mobile Ads

• Facebook Messenger

• Facebook Exchange (FBX)
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Facebook Marketing Tools

Reaction Buttons

Brand Pages



Facebook Marketing Tools
News Feed Page Post Ads Right-Hand Column Sidebar Ads



Facebook Marketing Tools
Video Ads Mobile Ads



Facebook Marketing Tools
Sponsored Messages Exchange



Typical Facebook Marketing Campaign

• Establish Facebook brand page

• Use comment and feedback tools to develop fan comments

• Develop a community of users

• Encourage brand involvement through video, rich media, 
contests

• Use display ads for other Facebook pages and social search

• Display Like button liberally
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Typical Facebook Marketing 
Campaigns

• Lay´s Do Us a Flavor: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdS1tIPsqY&frag
s=pl%2Cwn

• Kia GT Ride: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIplIEj1-
M8&frags=pl%2Cwn

• Budweiser: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4J1H6PiQDM&fr
ags=pl%2Cwn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdS1tIPsqY&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIplIEj1-M8&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4J1H6PiQDM&frags=pl,wn


Typical Facebook Marketing 
Campaigns

• SunButter: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXGCeNo
4Z6g&frags=pl%2Cwn

• Procter & Gamble: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjW
YDTs&frags=pl%2Cwn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXGCeNo4Z6g&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs&frags=pl,wn


Measuring Facebook Marketing 
Results

• Basic metrics:
– Fan acquisition (impressions)

– Engagement (conversation rate)

– Amplification (reach)

– Community

– Brand strength/sales

• Facebook analytics tools
– Facebook Page Insights

– Social media management systems (HootSuite)

– Analytics providers (Google Analytics, Webtrends)
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Twitter Marketing

• Real-time interaction with consumers

• Over 335 million active users worldwide

– Over 90% access Twitter from mobile device

• Basic features

– Tweets, retweets, followers, message (DM), 
hashtag, mention, reply, links

– Moments tab, Timeline
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Twitter Features
Tweets

Followers



Twitter Features
Messages

Hashtags



Twitter FeaturesMentions

Moments Tab



Twitter Features
Reply

Timeline



Twitter Features
Retweet

Links



Twitter Marketing Tools

• Promoted Tweets

• Promoted Trends

• Promoted Accounts

• Enhanced Profile Page

• Amplify

• Promoted Video

• Television Ad Retargeting

• Lead Generation Cards

• Mobile Ads
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Promoted Tweets
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Promoted Trends
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Promoted Accounts
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Enhanced Profile Pages
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Amplify
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Promoted Video
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TV Ad Retargeting
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Lead Generation Card
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Mobile Ads
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Typical Twitter Marketing Campaign

• Follow others relevant to your content and 
conversation

• Experiment with simple Promoted Tweets

• For larger budgets, use Promoted Trends and 
TV ad retargeting

• For retail business local sales, build Lead 
Generation Card
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Typical Twitter Marketing Campaign

• Lowe´s: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3bFr97PI6
M&frags=pl%2Cwn

• Verizon / NFL: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOY7vaorX
Ns&frags=pl%2Cwn

• Bravo: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inFMioZxGy
w&frags=pl%2Cwn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3bFr97PI6M&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOY7vaorXNs&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inFMioZxGyw&frags=pl,wn


Typical Twitter Marketing Campaign

• Domino´s: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtdLsJsO
brU&frags=pl%2Cwn

• UNTUCKit: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXoKxFA
2obw&frags=pl%2Cwn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtdLsJsObrU&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXoKxFA2obw&frags=pl,wn


Netflix: #BeLikeDerek
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Measuring Twitter Marketing Results

• Similar to Facebook results

– Fan acquisition, engagement, amplification, 
community, brand strength/sales

• Analytics tools

– Twitter’s real-time dashboard

– Twitter’s Timeline activity and Followers 
dashboards

– Third-party tools

• TweetDeck, Twitalyzer, BackTweets
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1. How have American Express, Morton’s Steakhouse, and Burberry’s 
used Twitter? 

• American Express let users turn tweets into savings on various 
types of products, such as HDTVs and smartphones, as well as 
exclusive tickets to various travel destinations. 

• Morton’s Steakhouse responded to a tweet from customer jokingly 
asking for steak to be delivered to him at an airport by actually 
delivering one to him: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULxjLcMAGZs&frags=pl%2Cwn

• Burberry went backstage at a fashion show with a “Tweet Walk” 

108

Twitter for Business

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULxjLcMAGZs&frags=pl,wn


3. What are some Twitter features and products that 
businesses can use that are noted in the video? 

• Businesses can quickly help customers who tweet 
questions by responding with @ replies

• create short videos giving a behind-the-scenes look at 
the business by using Vine; 

• use retweets to create promotions that attract new 
business. 

• More advanced tools include Promoted Tweets to 
reach new customers and Promoted Accounts to grow 
the company’s follower base. 
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Twitter for Business



Pinterest Marketing
• One of the fastest-growing and largest image-sharing sites

• Enables users to talk about brands using pictures rather than 
words

• Features include:

– Pins and re-pins to boards

– Share

– Follow

– Contributors

– Links to URLS

– Price displays
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Pin
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Board
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Repins
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Hashtags and Keywords
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Share
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Image Hover
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Embed
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Number of Pins and Followers
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Link to URL; Link to Pinner
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Integrating with Facebook
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Pin it browser button
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App

123



Widget
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Pinterest Marketing Tools

• Rich Pins, Promoted Pins, Cinematic Pins

• Buyable Pins/Shop Our Picks

• Promoted Video

• Add Pin It and Follow buttons

• Pin as display ad

• Theme-based (lifestyle) boards

• Brand pages

• URL link to stores

• Integration with other social sites

• Network with users, followers, others
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Rich Pins
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Promoted Pins
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Cinematic Pins
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Buyable Pins
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Shop the Look Pins
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Promoted Video
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Brand Pages
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Search Advertising
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Typical Pinterest Marketing Campaign

• Create Pinterest brand page and multiple 
lifestyle-themed boards
– Improve quality of photos, use URL links and keywords

• Utilize Pinterest Rich Pins and/or Product pins, 
Pin It buttons

• Integrate with Facebook and Twitter
• Follow and interact with other pinners and 

boards
• Measuring Pinterest Marketing Results

– Same dimensions as Facebook, Twitter
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Typical Pinterest Marketing Campaign

• Honda #Pintermission: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eloAPdsn3IM&fra
gs=pl%2Cwn

• Nordstrom: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kz6HpaLjofU&frag
s=pl%2Cwn

• Mastercard: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZ7y_w2t4HQ&fr
ags=pl%2Cwn

• UNIQLO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5FM-
VcE7UA&frags=pl%2Cwn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eloAPdsn3IM&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kz6HpaLjofU&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZ7y_w2t4HQ&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5FM-VcE7UA&frags=pl,wn
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Pinterest Users Engage with Sephora

Sephora Case study:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFfB5UdRmmw&frags=pl%2Cwn

Video Case: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fwhB6Kkjtg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFfB5UdRmmw&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fwhB6Kkjtg


Pinterest Users Engage with Sephora

Sephora

– Global brand: 430 stores in North America; 33 countries

– From: 10,000 users (2012) -> To: 250,000,000 users (2018)

– 70% women

– Social Media presence: Facebook; Twitter; Pinterest

– Different objectives on different platforms



Pinterest Users Engage with Sephora

– Users pin items that interest them and which they might want 
to buy (immediately or in the future)

– Variety of boards include Makeup of the Day, Today´s Obsession, 
Lips, Eyes, Trending Now, Skincare IQ, Beauty How-tos

– Greater engagement level of users in Pinterest than on any 
other platform

– Trendsetters – people whose Pinterest activity most influences 
other Sephora fans



Pinterest Users Engage with Sephora

Audience

– Facebook – 18,000,000

– Pinterest – 570,000

Pinterest follower = 15x sales impact of one Facebook 
follower



Mobile Marketing

• More than 262 million Americans use mobile 
phones

– Devices used multiple times per day

• By 2020, m-commerce will account for almost 
50% of all retail and travel e-commerce

• Challenges: Mobile search

– Motivating consumers to click 

– Raising fees for each click



Figure 7.5 The Growth of M-commerce



The growth of retail M-Commerce in 
the EU-5
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Retail M-Commerce Sales
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How People Actually Use Mobile 
Devices

• Average of 3 hours daily on mobile devices
– 42% entertainment

– 16% social networks

– 70% occur in home

• Activities are similar to desktop activities

• Rapidly growing smartphone m-commerce sales

• Mobile devices currently used more for 
communicating and entertainment over shopping 
and buying



Figure 7.7: How People Use Their Mobile Devices 
to Shop



In-App Experiences and Ads

• Mobile use

– Apps—60% of smartphone time

• Almost 75% of app time spent on user’s top 3 apps

– Users use about 27 apps/month

• App marketing

– Most effective are in-app ads 

– Placed in most popular apps

– Targeted to immediate activities and interests



How the Multi-Screen Environment 
Changes the Marketing Funnel

• Consumers becoming multi-platform

– Desktops, smartphones, tablets, TV

– 90% of multi-device users use multiple devices to 
complete action

• View ad on TV, search on smartphone, purchase on tablet

• Marketing implications

– Consistent branding

– Responsive design

– Increased complexity, costs



Mobile Marketing Features

• Mobile marketing 64% of all online marketing 

• Dominant players are Google, Facebook

• Mobile device features
– Personal communicator and organizer

– Screen size and resolution

– GPS location

– Web browser

– Apps

– Ultraportable and personal

– Multimedia capable

– Touch/haptic technology



Worldwide Mobile versus Desktop 
Marketing Expenditures
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The Top US Mobile Marketing Firms by 
Revenue
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Mobile Marketing Tools: Ad Formats

• Mobile marketing formats

– Search ads

– Display ads

– Video

– Text/video messaging

– Other: e-mail, classifieds, lead generation

• Mobile interface versions of social network 
techniques



Figure 7.9 U.S. Mobile Ad Spending by Format



Insight on Business: Mobile Marketing: 
Ford Goes 3-D

• Class discussion:
– Why do mobile devices represent such a promising opportunity for 

marketers? 

– What are the benefits and the appeal of 3-D mobile advertising?

– Have you ever engaged with 3-D mobile ads?

– What types of products are best suited for 3-D ads?

Video Case:

https://www.mmaglobal.com/case-study-hub/case_studies/view/32323

https://www.mmaglobal.com/case-study-hub/case_studies/view/32323


Mobile Marketing Campaigns

• Mobile website

• Facebook and Twitter brand pages

• Mobile versions of display advertising campaigns

• Ad networks

• Interactive content aimed at mobile user

• Tools for measuring responses
– Key dimensions follow desktop and social marketing 

metrics
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Mobile Marketing Campaigns

• IKEA: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaxtLru4-
Vw&frags=pl%2Cwn

• Just for Men: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1dIIENWsTs&frag
s=pl%2Cwn

• McDonald´s: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFUZqlgUJ2k&fra
gs=pl%2Cwn

• Burger King: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhXW8_7CaHM&f
rags=pl%2Cwn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaxtLru4-Vw&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1dIIENWsTs&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFUZqlgUJ2k&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhXW8_7CaHM&frags=pl,wn


Figure 7.10 Measuring the Effectiveness of a Mobile and 
Social Marketing Branding Campaign



Adidas Case Study on The Full Value of 
Mobile Marketing

Video Case:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vG0feZbj8Q&frags=pl%
2Cwn

1. Of the mobile users who clicked on the store locator, what 
fraction did iProspect estimate entered a physical store? 
2. What did iProspect determine to be the worth of each 
individual store locator click? What implications did this have 
for return on investment? 
3. Why did iProspect increase the average order value per visit 
from its initial amount? What were the amounts? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vG0feZbj8Q&frags=pl,wn


Adidas Case Study on The Full Value of 
Mobile Marketing

1. Of the mobile users who clicked on the store locator, what fraction did 
iProspect estimate entered a physical store? 
• iProspect estimated that one in five store locator clicks led to a visit to the 

store. 
2. What did iProspect determine to be the worth of each individual store 
locator click? What implications did this have for return on investment? 
• The worth of each store locator click was estimated to be $3.20, showing 

mobile advertising using a store locator to have a very strong return on 
investment. 

3. Why did iProspect increase the average order value per visit from its 
initial amount? What were the amounts? 
• Because customers clicking on a store locator already have a 

demonstrated intent to buy, iProspect believed it was reasonable to 
assume a higher percentage of these customers would purchase goods. 
The increase was from $71 to $80 dollars per average order. 




